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Abstract – Digital identities are becoming increasingly
popular. Professional implementation relies upon a secure
embedded system and two-factor authentication for managing
the important credentials.
Although biometric
user
authentication is sometimes employed, it is still costly and
difficult for the average user. The hardware currently available
does not always use embedded processing or include a certified
controller.
We designed a system that allows digital identity management
using two-factor authentication. This system considers typically
existing IT infrastructure, relies upon on-card-biometriccomparison and operates from a portable device transparent to
the host system.
Index Terms – biometrics, identity management, fingerprint,
on-card-biometric-comparison, webcam

I. INTRODUCTION
A digital identity consists of the personal data of a user
along with cryptographic keys and certificates. This digital
identity allows the user to communicate authentically, use
subscribed web services or file contracts with individuals she
had never met before. The security and convenience is based
on a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), certification authorities
and secure signature creation devices, i.e. smart cards. These
embedded systems allow two-factor authentication to access
cryptographic capabilities. To positively prove the legitimate
owner of a smart card, biometric user authentication is
important. In contrast to passwords, biometric characteristics
cannot be stolen or transferred.
Today, various PKI tokens are available which implement
fully embedded biometric user authentication. These devices
usually have a form factor of a large USB flash drive and
contain a fingerprint sensor with embedded processing. Some
of these devices do not include a smart card chip and are
therefore unsuitable for preventing spying on personal data.
Other devices require driver and software installation on the
host system which is often not possible for mobile users. None
of these tokens are available today without a significant
investment.
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II. REQUIREMENTS AND INFRASTRUCTURE
We first defined the requirements, which a system for
secure identity management should satisfy. In addition, we
analyzed the typical infrastructure that a mobile user is faced
with in a networked world.
A. Requirements:
1) Biometric
user
authentication:
Reliable
user
authentication is important for managing a digital identity.
PINs and passwords have become no longer suitable for
satisfying the security constraints. Biometric user
authentication guarantees that the digital identity remains
tied to the legitimate owner.
2) On-card-biometric-comparison: Biometric data is
sensitive from a privacy point of view. As far as privacy
and security aspects are concerned, The biometric
reference template shall never leave the secure
environment of a smart card chip both for privacy and
security aspects. The full template matching process must
be executed within a smart card chip.
3) Zero footprint: The user may not always operate on her
own equipment, but instead, work in an Internet Café or
on a PC or notebook of a friend. The system should not
require any driver installation or administrator privileges.
4) Portable: A mobile user today does not want to carry a
large device for managing her digital identity. Ideally, this
token should not be larger than a USB mass storage
device or a cell phone.
5) Low-cost: Whereas governmental institutions and large
corporations can afford the hardware cost for a device
integrating all the required technologies, the average user
is expected to use standard low-cost equipment.
B. Infrastructure
The typical IT infrastructure today consists of notebooks
or workstations featuring a USB interface. Some of the
notebooks include an integrated fingerprint sensor, while the
majority of new notebooks and even some workstations are
equipped with a webcam.
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III. BIOMETRICS
A variety of biometric traits is used for personal
identification. The following TABLE I. lists a selection of
prominent technologies considered for the authentication of a
claimed identity of an individual.
TABLE I.

BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGIES
Characteristics

Biometric trait

Privacy of
data

fingerprint image and
related data
facial image
iris image
dynamic signature
keystroke dynamics
voice & lip movement
DNA

fair
public
fair
good
good
good
good

Sensor
available
in high-end
notebook
webcam
(webcam)
no
yes
yes
no

Suitable for
on-cardcomparison
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
?

The privacy column indicates the degree of difficulty for
acquiring raw sample data of the specified biometric type
without cooperation and knowledge of the individual. While
the facial image can be easily grabbed while staring at a shop
window, this method requires significantly more criminal
energy, for example, lift a latent fingerprint from a touched
glass and create a fake fingerprint.

Our approach first targeted the fingerprint sensors
mounted in various high-end notebooks. If we could somehow
manage to access these sensors and obtain a raw image, it
would be possible to execute the rest of the authentication
from the flash drive and process the template matching in the
smart card chip. It turned out that it is nearly impossible to
have low-level access to the integrated sensors in notebooks.
These sensors are usually tied to a companion chip or TPM
(Trusted Personal Module) for carrying out image processing
and matching. Access at the application level might be
possible but the privacy requirement does not allow the
matching process to be shifted to another entity.
Another aspect to consider is that only a fraction of
notebooks is equipped with a fingerprint sensor today. The
webcam is much more prominent since the advent of IP
telephony. We attempted to acquire a fingerprint simply with a
regular webcam. The result in Fig. 1 shows that this is also not
feasible.

Some technologies such as speaker recognition via the
voice have the obvious advantage that a sensor – in this case a
microphone – is usually available in the host machine. The
algorithmic approach has an impact on whether biometric user
authentication can be reliably carried out in a smart card chip.
IV. TECHNICAL APPROACHES
Current systems have two main disadvantages. Firstly,
they are normally quite expensive (e.g. fully self-contained
USB devices equipped with sensor and embedded processing).
Secondly, these solutions require that the software be installed
on the host machine to enable, for example, operating a
fingerprint sensor or smart card reader. The first disadvantage
shall be overcome by using only existing sensor hardware for
acquiring the biometric data. The second drawback we
addressed with an embedded token that implements both a
smart card interface without driver installation and a standard
mass storage device to carry all the software.
Certain biometric traits are obviously not feasible as
shown in TABLE I. . From a first point of view, face
recognition and keystroke dynamics seem to be the best
choice. However, our implementation of keystroke dynamics
did not prove to implement a suitable discriminative power.
Face recognition is subject to different lighting and
environmental conditions [4] that could be overcome with a
cooperative user. The main disadvantage of this technology is
privacy. A face can easily be captured without notice of the
user. People enrolled in social networks and online
communities frequently disclose facial images on a web page.

Fig. 1.

Fingerprint image acquired with a webcam

The camera is calibrated to work at a typical viewing
distance. Due to insufficient light, the fingerprint image does
not show a suitable ridge structure. Fingers are threedimensional and can have large waves in the skin. It would be
necessary to recalculate the finger sphere into a flat surface for
measuring e.g. minutiae distances.
For capturing the fingerprint, the finger was pressed
against a glass plate and an external light source was used to
enhance the situation for insufficient lighting. The external
light source must be placed sideways in order to avoid
reflections on the glass plate. This yielded fingerprint images
which one can start with. Further tests have shown that the
glass plate is not required when the autofocus feature of the
camera is deactivated. The low-cost devices Microsoft
Lifecam VX3000 and Philips SPC630NC require manual
adjustment of sharpness and produced suitable images without
a glass plate. The advanced products Microsoft Lifecam
VX6000 and Philips SPC1330NC could not be used since
autofocus is included and limited to a minimum distance of
approximately 30 centimeters.
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The normal techniques such as histogram stretching and
normalization [1][2] were not sufficient to work with the
webcam images. The reason for this is that the images show
significant shadows and regional overexposure. A common
technique in image processing and graphing practice, the
gamma correction [17] is applied to the fingerprint images
from the webcam.
The pre-processing step is added to the existing image
processing algorithm (see Fig. 4). The process continues by
enhancing the gray scale image with directional Fourier filters
and extracting data that is suitable for matching [2][8].
Normally, these features are fingerprint minutiae. We decided
to use the hybrid algorithm introduced in [3], which relies on
minutiae and skeleton data. Fig. 2 shows the result of
processing a webcam image and extracting features.
The standardized fingerprint minutiae and skeleton as
defined in [6][7] are used in our approach. For details on how
to generate this data, [3] is suggested reading.

Conversely to most common optical and silicon
fingerprint sensors, light pixels of the fingertip represent
ridges while darker pixels indicate valleys. Image parts with
insufficient contrast or ridge structure are excluded from the
region of interest [2]. This is not visible in the sample image
in Fig. 2 but important for the average finger image.
V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system design is based on a Mobility Token MicroSD
[16]. This product includes a smart card chip with an ISOcompliant On-card-biometric-comparison implementation
described in [3]. Fig. 5 shows a photo of the Mobility Token
MicroSD. The token runs without installing a host driver by
translating mass storage commands into smart card APDUs
[5][10]. It also includes sufficient flash memory and
implements a mass storage device to carry all the software
developed in this research. The webcam of the host computer
system is used to acquire fingerprint images for processing.

Fig. 3.

System architecture: The Mobility Token includes both smart
card with on-card-biometric-comparison algorithm and flash
drive containing the software

The algorithmic approach shown in Fig. 4 is similar to the
detailed description in [3] except that the additional preprocessing is required to cope with the webcam generated
fingerprint images.

Fig. 4.
Fig. 2.

Raw webcam image, processed and binarized image,
extracted minutiae and skeleton
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Algorithm data flow. The matching and decision level fusion
is executed in the smart card chip.

NFIQ quality distribution
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Fig. 5.

StarSign Mobility Token MicroSD hardware, picture taken
from [16]

0

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. System operation:
The token with MicroSD carrying the digital identity of
the user in the smart card chip and authentication software in
the flash mass storage runs without driver installation. The
webcam is accessed via a system API (see discussion below)
or generic camera driver of the operating system.
B. Test data:
For testing the system, a total of 400 fingerprint images
from 36 fingers of 6 persons were generated with the webcams
from Apple, Microsoft and Philips mentioned above. The first
4 impressions from every finger served as training set to
configure the parameters of the matcher, whereas the second 4
impressions were used to compute error rates. All webcams
had a resolution of 1280x1024 pixels but could be operated at
640x480 pixels without loss of accuracy. Regardless of the
resolution, the lighting is critical and the feedback of a live
image is mandatory to produce sufficient image quality.
All users were highly cooperative and aged from 19 to 44.
Sufficient light conditions were achieved by attaching an
inexpensive small lamp to the screen of the iMac computer.
The cameras connected via USB did also work in normal
daylight when carefully presenting the finger at the right
orientation.
To assess the quality of fingerprint images acquired with a
webcam, the NFIQ algorithm from NIST was used [18]. The
NBIS software containing the algorithm is available free of
charge at http://fingerprint.nist.gov/NBIS/index.html. This
software assigns a quality score to fingerprint images ranging
from 1 (best quality) to 5 (lowest quality). The same tool was
applied to the FVC2002 databases db1a through db4a with
800 fingerprints, respectively. Results are shown in Fig. 6.
The quality score frequencies of the webcam images were
scaled by a factor 2 since only 400 images were available. It is
conspicuous from the diagram that any of the dedicated
sensors and the artificial fingerprints (db4a) produces a
significantly better image quality. The NFIQ algorithm seems
to assign the score value 4 quite rarely.
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Fig. 6.

NFIQ analysis of FVC2002 in comparison to webcam
fingerprint images.

C. Test execution:
After proving that the system satisfies the predefined
requirements (see discussion below), the webcam images were
actually stored. The comparison was performed offline by
simulating the smart card with a PC program in order to
compute the error rates. The result is shown in TABLE II. .
To evaluate the practical use of the system, we include in
the same table the results from running the algorithm with the
FVC2002 databases. For this test, part of FVC2004 served as
a training set.
TABLE II.

ERROR RATES AT FAVOURABLE WORKING POINT
Database

FAR

FRR

webcam

0.18 %

10.29 %

FVC2002

0.02 %

6.54 %

It is quite evident that our method is inferior to a common
fingerprint sensor database generated with a dedicated sensor.
However, it is still in the same range as other common
fingerprint systems and satisfies the listed requirements,
namely use of low-cost equipment.
We intentionally do not show an ROC (Receiver
Operating Characteristic) curve here because the test data set
is very small and the results should not be misinterpreted as
credible error rates of the system. The level of cooperation
required by our proof-of-concept system goes beyond that of
what can be expected from the average user. We consider,
however, that the approach is feasible and the system has the
potential to be improved and achieve better error rates.
D. Life detection:
In addition to the tests with live fingerprints, a printout of
a binarized fingerprint image was held at the webcam and
acquired again. As expected, the system could be fooled with
this simple fake fingerprint since it does not implement any
measures to detect artificial fingerprints. This is not
considered a dramatic disadvantage of the system because it is
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only after submission. While part of the initial idea is similar
to our proposal, the architecture and algorithmic approach are
different. Qualitative results are comparable in terms of
algorithm performance. The hardware system architecture is
not addressed in [20]. The paper provides valuable
background information for researchers.

designed merely for privacy, and most dedicated fingerprint
sensors can also be easily fooled [19]. However, it should be
noted that the webcam approach is more vulnerable to fake
fingerprints. It is suggested that high security applications
combine biometric user authentication with password entry
and smart cards – thus enabling a three factor authentication.

Further investigations on the use of low-cost equipment
for digital identity management are suggested future work.

VII. RESULTS AND OUTLOOK
An original system architecture has been designed to
implement cost-efficient digital identity management with
biometric user authentication. The proposed method is
possible by acquiring fingerprint images with a webcam and
pre-processing these before they undergo regular image
processing and feature extraction algorithms. The matching is
carried out in a smart card chip as required for privacy and
security. Our system is based on a commercially available
hardware token featuring flash memory and does not require a
dedicated sensor.
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